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Abstract :  This paper presents an overview of current wireless power transfer (WPT) technologies for the 

application of electric vehicles (EV) wireless charging. The basic principles of each technology are 

introduced. Followed by classification, the advantages and limitations of each technology for EV charging 

are discussed. Making use of inductive charging MEDs can act as mobile charging stations, thus improving 

the overall energy consumption of a fleet of vehicles. The latest development, key technical issues, 

challenges and state-of-art researches are introduced. The research trends are also been given. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With regards to the future transport arena, electric vehicles (EVs) are considered as the likely replacement 

of internal combustion engine driven vehicles, especially given the CO2 reduction and alternative energy 

perspectives. Electric cars have the potential to reduce carbon emissions, local air pollution and the reliance on 

imported oil. In Europe, the European commission aims to reduce road transport emissions by 70% by 2050 [2]. 

Taking into account the fact that road transport is expected to double by 2050, passenger cars need to reduce their 

emissions significantly. Advanced internal combustion engine (ICE) technologies are expected to enable 

emissions reduction, but are not expected to meet long term targets. Electric vehicles, especially plug-in ones 

(PEVS), are penetrating the market and they are currently counted as zero emissions vehicles. The growing EV 

market stimulates the demand for more convenient and reliable means to recharge the battery. WPT technique 

requires no physical contact between vehicle and charging device, therefore overcomes the inconvenience and 

hazards caused by traditional conductive method. The initial objective is replacing conductive charging method 

by the novel WPT technology, while maintaining a comparable power level and efficiency. The long-term goal is 

to dynamically power the moving vehicles on road. This will lead to a much reduced battery pack but extended 

driving range. Nissan and Chevrolet have developed wireless charging system in corporation with Evatran for 

their EV models, the Nissan LEAF and Chevrolet Volt. 
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II Charging Technologies in Electric Vehicles 
 

There are various types of technologies for charging electric vehicles. But we can broadly 

classify it into two types. One is called wired charging and other is wireless charging. These two types 

of charging technologies are described in the following sections of the article. 

1 Wired Technology 
 

Electric vehicles are plugged for charging on the existing electrical grid 
 

infrastructure, but sometimes the electrical infrastructure is inadequate for supporting this additional 

energy demand of high power fast charging stations. Moreover, the presence of several concurrent 

charging requests could cause overload conditions in local nodes of the grid, if the charging processes 

of the PEVs are not properly managed and scheduled. One alternative to fast charging stations [4] is to 

have mobile charging systems (MCSs) with a high storage Capacity and a mobile charging system for 

electric vehicles is presented in . These stations can be a solution when the electrical infrastructure of 

the local grid is unable to support high power fast charging stations. 

 

Smart scheduling strategies can be profitably used to manage the (PEV) charging problem [5], 

for based on quadratic programming for charging PEVs, these can decrease the peak load and flatten 

the overall load profile. The usage of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in a smart 

grid environment is a proposed solution , [14]. Regarding which, the authors in [15] advocate the 

deployment of smart grid communication architectures by using small embedded systems in a 

hierarchical way or a manner that can enable the distribution grid to charge a large number of EVs 

without the need to carry a high workload. 
 

2 Wireless Charging 
 

The main disadvantages of electric wired charging are: inconvenience, poor securities, 

management difficulties, more land occupation, high demand for batteries, large impacts on grid, etc.The 

main advantages of electric wireless charging are: convenience (electric vehicles can be charged 

automatically, so users can automatically control the charging process via mobile phones and other 

devices, enhance the user experience) ; safety & reliability ( no cable aging , leakage and other issues. 

Simply programmed to automatically charging, reduce human management, no magnetic effect); and less 

area (charging coil is buried directly beneath the original parking or the existing road without the need of 

additional land and space occupation effective use of land resources.) 
 

2.1 Stationary Charging 
 

Auckland University has been researching on inductive power transfer technology since early 1990s. Its IPT® 

technology actually employs the coupled magnetic resonance as shown in Fig.1 b. Supported by this technique, 

some early achievements have been made by Conductix-Wampfler, such as the 20kW charging bay for 5 golf 

buses in New Zealand during 1997 to 2007 and the 60kW wireless charging urban bus fleets in Genoa and 
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Turin, Italy in 2002 and 2003 [18]. The University owned company HaloIPT released a 3kW evaluation kits 

in 2010, which could achieve 85% overall efficiency through 180mm air gap. It was acquired by Qualcomm 

in 2011. In the same year, Qualcomm announced a pre-commercial trial in London, using similar kits but 

aiming to the mass consumer adoption of this technology [19]. 

 

2.2 Opportunistic Charging 
 

Opportunistic charging is a method of wireless charging in which we choose the vehicles that runs on a fixed 

route and stop only at fixed stations. In these type of vehicles we can plan a strategic charging so that the 

efficiency can be increased. the fixed route vehicles likes city buses, taxies, etc can be charged by opportunistic 

charging method. By the use of this method, the weight of the batteries installed in that vehicles can be reduced 

greatly. And also the time to charge them at different stations will become very less. Thus Predefined routes and 

planned stops allow for strategic charging. 
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2.3 Dynamic Wireless Charging 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

FIG.1 ELECTRIC RE-CHARGING LANE 

 

KAIST has made great achievement on EV dynamic wireless charging in the last few years, which is called on-

line electric vehicles (OLEV). The OLEV project was launched in 2009. In the same year, 3 generations of 

prototypes were reported with power ranger from 3 to 17kW [24]. The first demonstration, a 2.2 km tram 

loop, was installed in Seoul Zoo on March 2010. This 62kW wireless powered tram has a 40% smaller 

battery package than normal battery powered trams. At Expo 2012, an OLEV bus system was demonstrated 

which was able to transfer 100kW (5*20kW pick-up coils) through 20cm air gap with average efficiency of 

75%. The battery package is further reduced to 1/5 [25]. 
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Table:1 Summary of Current Wireless EV Charging Projects[8] 

 

KAIST is ready to apply its OLEV technology on over 300km/h, 180kW high speed high power rail way at 

the end of 2013 [5].Dynamic wireless charging is gaining more ground, since it enables power exchange 

between the vehicle and the grid while the vehicle is moving. Recently, the Telewatt project introduced an 

original approach involving the reusing of existing public lighting infrastructures for such charging, 

whereby a fraction of the power not consumed by lamps at night can be used for the 
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benefit of the charging stations. The service is accessible by a smartphone application, where clients 

specify to the TeleWatt server their destination and their battery level, for which they receive a 

response of a list of available charging terminals close to this destination [6]. Hevo announced a novel 

dynamic charging system where manhole covers will be used as charging stations and a pilot program 

is scheduled to be performed in New York in 2014. 

 

III Mobile Energy Disseminators 
 

Similar to information dissemination, special nodes, like buses (trucks), can act as energy sources to 

EVs that need charging, in order to increase travel time. These vehicles, form now on called mobile 

energy disseminators (MEDs), use electric plug in connection or IPT in order to refill starving EVs. 

Buses can play the role of MEDs since they follow predefined scheduled routes and their paths cover a 

major part of a city, while trucks could have the role of energy chargers mainly on highways. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIG.2 MOBILE ENERGY DISSEMINATOR 
 

Buses can be fully charged when parked, before beginning their scheduled trip, and can be 

continuously charged along their journey by IPT stations installed at bus stops. Additional technology 

requirements that these vehicles may need in order to operate as energy sources, is an open issue, but it 

is rather more feasible in the near future, to have these features installed into large public vehicles than 

into passenger vehicles due to the additional cost and space requirements. Vehicles that book charging 

places on the same MED can create clusters and mobile charging stations will play the role of the 

cluster heads. 
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1  IVC System 

 

In order to state its presence, each MED periodically broadcasts cooperative awareness messages 

(CAM). Each beacon message consists of a node identifier (Vid), node location, scheduled trip (a 

subset of set L), current charging capability (CC) and energy value (E=KWh). CC is the current energy 

that the mobile charging station can afford to dispose of to charge the vehicle without jeopardizing its 

own needs. These messages are disseminated by all vehicles that act as relay nodes. Each EV that 

needs 
 

energy, upon receiving a CAM by an MED performs the following steps: 

1) Checks MED is on his route according to their current positions and destinations 

2) Checks whether the CC level is high enough in order to cover its energy needs 

3) Asks for a charging place by sending a CAM which contains  minimum charging time 

4) Chooses to select this bus as the wireless energy transfer  station  
 

II. Books a charging place 
 

III. Drives in front of or behind the bus for the determined time period in order to recharge Steps 3-5 

constitute the negotiation phase, in which MED and EV exchange 
 

dedicated short range messages (DSRC) in order to confirm the energy transfer. An assumption that we 

make is that vehicles can book their charge of battery as soon as they realize that their charge level is 

low and a MED meets their criteria on relative distance and available energy. The architecture of the 

proposed mobile energy dissemination is demonstrated in Figure. 
 

2  LTE System 
 

For the LTE system, we assume that vehicles are equipped with The Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio 

Access Network (EUTRAN) interface, which enables the vehicles to communicate with the eNB so as to access 

the core components of the LTE. LTE Evolved Node B (eNB) base station transceivers are deployed alongside 

the road network in order to cover the area. Each bus communicates to the LTE the scheduled trip that is going 

to be followed, the available charging capability and energy value and charging availability, similar to the IV C 

system. All vehicles are assumed to be equipped with GPS. Each EV that needs energy: 
 

1) Checks whether MED is on his route or not according to their current positions and destinations 

2) Checks whether the CC level is high enough in order to cover its energy needs 
 

1  Checks whether the MED is already fully booked 
 

2  Books a charging place 
 

3  Drives along the bus for the determined  time in order to recharge. 

 

The architecture of the proposed mobile energy dissemination architecture is demonstrated in Figure. The 

benefits of such an approach are threefold: First, it utilizesexisting cellular infrastructure. Second, the 

802:11pnetwork overhead introduced by frequent communication between EV s and MEDs is offloaded. 
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Third, information is more up to date than that received through IV C, where many intermediate relay 

nodes may be needed in order to disseminate data effectively. However, vehicles are required to have two 

types of network interface cards. Moreover packets that pass through the LTE core potentially experience 

more delay. Route selection algorithms, where vehicles communicate with each other in order to 

exchange information are crucial in order to evaluate the performance of the method. Optimal route 

selection overcomes a common problem in which all vehicles are preferring the same paths, leading to 

over congestion. Optimal routing of vehicles that use this new technology can be formulated as a 

modified shortest-path problem where the weights of the road segments may vary over time, according to 

the existence or not of a MED travelling on the road segment. 

 

IV Conclusion 
 

Making use of inductive charging MEDs can act as mobile charging stations, thus improving the overall 

energy consumption of a fleet of vehicles. This improvement comes with a cost in time and distance 

travelled, but starving vehicles otherwise would have to stop or make longer re-routes in order to find a 

stationary station and recharge their batteries. Combining modern communications between vehicles and 

state of the art technologies on energy transfer, vehicles can extend their travel time without the need for 

large batteries or extremely costly infrastructure. Preliminary simulations show that applying some form 

of intelligence in how MEDs take decisions about accepting or rejecting charging requests, further 

improves the performance of the method. 
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